
 

Joel Harden rent control script 

Hi, my name is______ and I'm here on behalf of the Joel Harden NDP campaign. How are you? 

 

Great 

 

We're concerned about the growth of homelessness and housing unaffordability in our community. 

That's why we're campaigning on real rent control, and on creating 70 thousand new affordable units 

over 10 years, and we're going to pay for it by asking the wealthiest amongst us to pay their fair share.  

 

What do you think about that? 

 

IF POSITIVE 

Great! We need your help to make this happen with an NDP government. Can we count on your vote for 

Joel Harden and the NDP in the election? 

 

IF NOT POSITIVE 

(Offer 1 or 2 comebacks max before asking again for support a final time and moving on).  

IF MARK 1 OR 2 (try to engage further) 

• We need to show folks that we have momentum here in Ottawa Centre can we deliver you a lawn sign or window 

sign? 

• Can you volunteer by helping us knock doors, make phone calls, or do data entry? 

• One more thing--we're up against well funded opponents, and we could use all the help we can get, including 

financial support. Can you chip in $20 to help us pay for lawn signs, flyers, and our campaign office? 

Take donation on the spot with your phone or using a donor form (you can only accept $20 in cash max. 

IF MARK 2 or 3 - UNDECIDED (try to persuade further) 

Is there anything in particular that's holding you back from making a decision at this time? 

 

IF MARK 1-3 

Confirm phone number and email: “do you have a phone number/email?” “is this still the best 

number/email to reach you at?” 

Marking System (At every door you must leave a mark to indicate the voter’s intention): 

1 Yes, definitely voting for Joel 4 Not voting for NDP 

2 Yes, probably voting for Joel 4C Voting Conservative 

3 Undecided 4L Voting Liberal 

  4G Voting Green 

3C Undecided leaning Conservative WS Won’t say 

3L Undecided leaning Liberal NV Not voting at all 

3G Undecided leaning Green IV Ineligible voter (not of age/not citizen) 

 


